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This short ebook will examine some elements of Oceanography through questions an inquisitive

young lady asks her date while at the beach; controversial topics like global warming, current sea

level rise, and marine biology will be examined plus others of universal interest such as the

mysteries of the Bermuda Triangle, Mariana Trench, and Sargasso Sea will be touched upon. Even

a little discussion of plate tectonics and how shifts in the earth's crust can cause earthquakes and

tsunamis. All of these topics and more.This eBook is written in a conversational manner between

two fictional characters, however, please note the answers to the topics have been researched for

accuracy.
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This ebook is extremely informative it discusses the different element of oceanography. The authors

discusses different issue encounter today like global warning,the causes and effect it has on our

planet. Shelton talks about the effects of the rise of sea level and discusses marine biology

concepts. Shelton goes on to talk about geology and how plate tectonic shift the earth crust causing

earthquakes. Overall this ebook was fun to read and contains lots of information I had no idea



about.

This is a great book. It is information about the value of weater in the world. This book teaches

about how our own survival depends upon our understanding of the sea, because 90% of aur

oxygen comes from it. people can explore a variety of information about the weater. I rally

recommend it.

This is a great n easy to understand book. It contens a variety of information about the necessity of

weater in the world. This book teaches about how our own survival depends upon our

understanding of the sea, because 90% of aur oxygen comes from it. It also contains a message of

conscince about people who indulce warming contributions to current trend toward sa level rise.

Reading this book , people can explore a variety of information about the weater. I rally recommend

it.

The ocean is a common location for a relaxing time. Even if water is so common around us, water

also gives significant meaning to humans. In the book of Ocean: Oceans of Information, author C.D.

Shelton describes the ocean and how it relates to our life through data and some special cases like

earthquakes. Also, he refers to the current sea level rise and explains that it is important for some

countries located near or around the sea. Thus, the author is not just writing about the ocean, he

uses the ocean as main point to critically think and analyze the ocean and its relationship to human.

In addition, underneath the ocean is a fantastic world, and readers can dive into this book and catch

a glimpse of this world. I like this book because reading it has helped me with my Earth Science

class as well as has increased my knowledge of the ocean and how it relates to our life.

enjoy the interesting conversation in element of oceangraphy. You can find many interesting truth

during reading this book. And there are also many common sense question in this book, such as the

global warming, sea level rise. All of them are the essential factor to make the human beings

survive. Everyone have the strong relationship with the ocean. So high recommend this book to

everybody.

I'm pretty like this book because at the very begining it tells readers a interesting story betwwen a

young lover, which attarct my curiosity to continue reading. What's more, this book also talks about

some fresh topics about ocean mystery as well as some serious problems happened on earth



environment like global warming and some predictions about the future planet. All of these topics

inform us that we need to pay more attention to protecting environment, otherwise, we may

disappeared sooner or later. In brief, if you are curious about the ocean and care about what it

would be in the future, then it's a good book that will guide you to explore the mystery of ocean.

Not only was this a fun read, it was also very informative! I really enjoyed the format of the book

because I was able to learn so much about the vast and mysterious ocean, while following the

interaction between two characters. I liked the fact that I was able to connect with the ocean

inexpert character as the story developed. I think the way the book has been structured as a

question and answer exchange is surprisingly helpful for understanding the facts about ocean by

clarifying the focus of each answer that was given.

This is an interesting book. Through conversation between two fictional characters, this book

provides readers abundant information of Oceanography. In their conversation, they talk about

many hot issues such as global warming, marine biology. They also mention other fascinating

topics, for example, Bermuda Triangle, Mariana Trench, etc. In a word, it is a great book and easy

to understand. Highly recommend.
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